Super Husky Pan
Oil Filter Containment

Spilltration® materials are
manufactured exclusively by
HalenHardy®

Sized for waste oil collection tanks and leaky equipment.
Captures oil leaks and drips, filters out clean rainwater.

THE HUSKY
ADVANTAGE
Holds up to 15.5 gallons of oils, fuels,
and other petroleum products.
Do you have oil leaking from equipment in the
outdoors? Valves? Fitting? Flanges? If you do,
you’ve probably tried white spill sheets, but they
allow oil to run through them onto the ground.
And traditional drip pans are OK to catch the
drips, but every time it rains, the water “lifts” the
oil, and it slobbers out of the pans.
Now, there’s a better way. The Super Husky
Pan traps nuisance oil leaks and drips and allows
clean rainwater to filter through. You just set it
and forget it.

UV-RESISTANT
For long term, outdoor deployment.

Perfect for power washing grimey parts.
Flexible, resilient, UV-resistant pan traps
oil and fuel, allows water to pass through.
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Replaceable inner pads and polyback
liner extend the life of the pan.



Large enough to hold a generator or use as
a refueling protection station for chainsaws
and other gas or diesel-powered tools.



No sweeping or ground prep.
Just unfold, and it’s ready-to-use.



Recycled Husky fibers capture container
leaks and overfills, minimizing pollution
risks. Husky fibers are made from 100%
post-consumer recycled materials.



Impermeable polyback liner prevents
oils and fuels from “bleeding”
through onto the ground.

MicroFilter weep holes in the base allow
water to drain and not pool.
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Husky Oil Filter
Pad Refill

SPL130-2x4
Super Husky Pan Oil Filter Containment 2x4
24″ x 48” (absorbs up to 7.6 gal./pan)

Husky Pan
Polyback Liner Refill

Replaceable Liner and Pads

SPECS

SPL130-2×4

SPL130-4×4

Dimensions

24″W x 48″L

48″W x 48″L

Weight

8 lbs.

17 lbs.

Sold as

each

each

Absorbency

7.6 gallons

15.5 gallons

Flow Rate

9.8 gallons/hour

9.8 gallons/hour

Husky Pan PolyBack Liner Refill
(Part Number)

SPL131-2x4

SPL131-4x4

Husky Oil Filter Pad Refill
(Part Number)

SPL132

SPL132

SPL130-4x4
Super Husky Pan Oil Filter Containment 4x4
48″ x 48” (absorbs up to 15.5 gal./pan)

Super Husky Pan Oil Filter
Containment Benefits:
Absorbent. Absorbs oils, fuels, and
other petroleum products - filters water.
Polybacking. Durable polyethylene
backing prevents “bleed through.”
UV-Resistant. Will not degrade
in sunlight. Ideal for longterm, outdoor deployment.
Sustainable. Spilltration® Husky fibers
are made from 100% post-consumer
recycled materials.
Saves time and money. Eliminates time
spent testing and draining accumulated
rainwater from sumps.
Convenient. Set It. Forget It.®

Compliance and Regulations:

Trusted solutions used by:

- Does not float. Not for use on water.
- DO NOT use with acids, bases or other caustic liquids.
- Dispose of used product in compliance with local,
state and federal regulations.
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